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pain control comes in ; if, for example, a child has been
petted because of baby speech, it will take him longer to
free himself from it than the child who has been helped
to grow up. A friend of mine in her young and impression-
able days had a teacher who could not say * 11 *; she
imitated her and to this day fails to sound ' 11'.
Secondly, it is undoubtedly true that most habits are
acquired unconsciously though they are improved con-
sciously. Such habits were first acquired in response to
a definite need, and since the would-be possessor had all
his attention fixed on the goal, he was hardly conscious
of the intermediate steps. Thus a child finds that he must
learn to write for some purpose of his own and he is so
busy asking how you write' o', &c., and watching it done in
order to imitate, that he forgets how many times he tried
before he finally could write the words he needed.
When, thirdly, having as it were acquired the rudiments
of the skill for which the habit is needed, he sets out to
improve his technique, his improvement will be in direct
ratio with a complex made up of his desire and his native
endowments. Thus a girl with a small hand will never
stretch an octave as easily as one with long finger range,
but she may play chords better because she hears the music
she wants to produce while the other neither hears nor
desires to make music. All the people who practise a
stroke sedulously do not become expert players and one
sometimes wonders what value the hours of practice have
been. Without natural capacity for the required action,
often very little. A corollary must be added here as to
the assumption that if a habit must be acquired, say of
spelling correctly, it can be acquired by insisting on repe-
tition* Children have been made to write such a phrase
as * their book' dozens of times and when next it has to
be written in a letter have spelt it wrongly. The only hope
in this case is to be patient and find out why a child spells
it wrongly and then get him to suggest ways by wMcfa lie

